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• “Layout Control Bus” huh?

• “OpenLCB” huh?

Make simple things simple, powerful things possible.

Technology for the next 30 years

• What have we got so far?

• Where are we going?
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So how are layouts controlled?  By that, I mean how do you make stuff happen?
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Pretty simple switches.  Just wire to Tortoises.  Except the owner wants two panels.  And to 
not allow throw under train....
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Tuck your shirt in before taking pictures of shiny things.  And one button has to do various 
things, which overlap with other things....
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The turnout drivers at the other end
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But you need wires running to where the magic happens
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Point out the nodes.  Command stations are separate. How the buses (both DCC, C/MRI, and 
NCE)
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Some people model the railroad control system.
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All those lousy lights....
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So here’s where OpenLCB starts.  These exist. Our interest is to push them to the next level. 
Why CAN?
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What that “bus” does is move information from one place to another.  (Doesn’t matter where) 
Wires do that too, moving electrons, but these control systems send a message/number from 
one to another.  
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More than one can cause the same effect.
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One event can cause multiple things to happen.
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The colors have to be separate.  Say why.



(Now do the demo)
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And do the Java demo too, don’t forget
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Hobbyist hardware - based on low-cost commercial processors



(now do the demo)
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(now do the demo)
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(Now do the demo)
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Try not to mention Ethernet.  Something like “a few cables are better than lots of wire, but no 
cables at all is better”



(Now do the demo)
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Try not to mention Ethernet.  Something like “a few cables are better than lots of wire, but no 
cables at all is better”
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24



25
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In the past year, we’ve put out hardware and software designs that people are using.  This is 
Tim Hatch’s work for his layout, he’s also designed some boards. As John Plocher said in an 
earlier clinic, we can now get boards made.
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Time to start talking about cables....
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(Dick Bronson board)
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(Now do the demo)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XspEvkrDgIs&feature=player_detailpage
Don Goodman-Wilson - the next generation of model railroaders and companies. Not 
everything is an event.  This uses more powerful (complex to engineers) mechanisms called 
datagrams to move data from a specific throttle to/from the command station.
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Tie this back to multiple fabrics



(do demo now)
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What if you’ve got lots of old stuff?  E.g. want to slowly add a little.  Let’s take example: DCC 
to OLCB.  E.g. your NCE or Digitrax throttle, you want something to happen when you tell 
turnout 3 to change.  THOSE BIG MESSAGES, but you don’t have to know about them.



(do demo now)
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Who we are and what 
we’re doing
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So who are we and where are we going.  I’d put up pictures, but there are people working on 
this all over the world, and I haven’t met even half of them.  Like JMRI, it’s a pick up group 
that is going great stuff.
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Growth of developers list.  Not users list, although not everybody on it is a developer.  Drop 
in rate occurs due to the controversy from 9.x.1, which has caused a problem for everybody.  
But we’ve seen things like this before, and succeeded.  Right on track for an effort as 
successful as JMRI.
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So what are we working on?  This is DecoderPro.  I really want to get out of this business.
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People working on documentation for e.g. user level web pages (even took some grief about 
spending time on a new logo, but part of community efforts is allowing lots of types of 
people to contribute)
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Doing lots of writing.  It makes your thoughts more precise.  “A specification that nobody 
uses is just a particularly irrelevant form of science fiction”  This lets us have parallel 
implementations that show that things _really_ work.  5 right now (C for Arduino; separate C 
for PIC; C++ for AVR; Java for JMRI; Objective C for iOS)
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Here’s your chance to talk about NMRAnet if you want.
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So how can you get involved? (pictures of RR-circuits, LEDUino, throttle) Intended commercial 
products (have cards out, intro all three) But we want you to come play.  Lesson of JMRI: The 
more cooks, the more eats.



How to get in touch

• http://openlcb.org

• http://groups.yahoo.com/group/openlcb
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http://openlcb.org
http://openlcb.org
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jmriusers/
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/jmriusers/
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Extra Slides
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